In this paper we try to clarify the issue of associations as a communication infrastructure between objects, in search for a unified view of the static and dynamic aspects of associations. Communication through associations depends on navigability and visibility, therefore the interlacement of these two concepts is examined. But first the very definition of navigability has to be settled, since the concept of navigability of associations in UML is poorly explained in the official documentation. The coherent representation of the sending of messages in different UML diagrams helps to better understand the underlying metamodel and shows that a link in a collaboration diagram is not always an instance of an association.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade there has been an intense controversy since James Rumbaugh introduced in object-oriented models a strong concept of association derived from entityrelationship models. In this approach, associations should be regarded as first-class semantic constructs of similar weight to classes and generalizations, because classes and associations abstract jointly, and in a natural way, not only the high-level static structure of the system, but also the overall structure of interactions between objects. To follow this modeling approach, object-oriented languages should also evolve and implement better this construct, since they do not provide a satisfactory implementation. The original Object-Relation Model [Rumbaugh 87 ] derived into the Object Modeling Technique [Rumbaugh 91 ], which finally was one of the main conceptual and notational sources for the Unified Modeling Language [OMG 01] . This view has its stronger opponents in researchers such as Brian Henderson-Sellers and other promoters of the OPEN methodology [Graham 97 ]. They criticize UML as excessively based on data modeling, with a bidirectional concept of association that violates the principle of encapsulation, and thus compromises reuse .
In object orientation the behavior of the system is defined in terms of interactions between objects, that is, message interchanges. "Sending a message" usually results in an operation invocation on the receiver (messages can have also other kinds of effects, such as object creation, object deletion, etc.). Associations are necessary for communication: On the other side, we cite the User Guide not because we consider it a particularly reliable source, but because it is probably the main source for many modelers, so that we think it is important to show its virtues and deficiencies. We quote version 1.4 of the Standard, and we have checked that there have been no significant changes from version 1.3 regarding these topics.
In this paper, the three references will be cited as "UML" for the OMG UML Specification, "RM" for the UML Reference Manual and "UG" for the UML User Guide.
DEFINITION OF NAVIGABILITY

Traversability, accessibility
The User Guide gives no definition of navigation or navigability, and the explanation given for this concept is very poor. It simply states that "given an association between two classes, it is possible to navigate from objects of one kind to objects of the other kind" [UG 143] .
Note that navigability is defined only for associations between two classes. The concept of navigability does not apply to n-ary associations [RM 354]; n-ary associations are out of the scope of this paper, but no doubt they deserve more attention in relation with the issues of communication.
Another term that the User Guide uses as a synonym of "navigation" is "traversal". Both terms mean in ordinary discourse some kind of movement: navigate is to travel by water, to steer a course through a medium; traverse is to go or travel across or over, to move or pass along or through [Merriam-Webster] . In object orientation, the idea of movement is related to the interaction among objects, the passing of information, the sending of messages. Therefore, the novice in UML tends easily to think that navigability is the possibility of sending messages along associations, that is, a navigable association from A to B means that A objects can send messages to B objects: an idea, however, that is not clearly conveyed by the User Guide's explanations. As a reasonable simplification, this is not wrong, and even some excellent text books teach this idea explicitly (see for example [Stevens 00, p.77 and p.115] ). But the truth is richer. As we will see, in UML the terms "navigation" and "traversal" are used with a meaning that is not primarily that of movement, and that only secondarily has to do with the sending of messages. In the Standard, the term "traversal" is used in defining the metaattribute isNavigable of metaclass AssociationEnd: "When placed on a target end, specifies whether traversal from a source instance to its associated target instances is possible" . The explanation on the semantics of Link helps us something more, telling that "an opposite end defines the set of instances connected to the instance", and that "to be able to use a particular opposite end, the corresponding link end attached to the instance must be navigable", and finally that a link is used to "access" the associated J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 2, NO. 1 instances in order to communicate with them, or to reference them as arguments or reply values in communications . In other words, "navigability" is defined more or less as "accessibility" in the context of communication, either as partner or as content of the message. The Standard says nothing more substantial about navigability, at least using this very term. Again, these few words are insufficient to form a clear concept of "navigability", a concept understandable enough to be used with confidence by modelers and tool developers.
Navigation expressions
Fortunately, the Reference Manual extends more on this topic, devoting a full entry in the Encyclopedia of Terms chapter. There we find that "navigability indicates whether it is possible to traverse a binary association" (nothing new until this point) "within expressions of a class to obtain the object or set of objects associated with an instance of the class" [RM 354] . And a bit further on, "navigability indicates whether a rolename may be used in expressions to traverse an association from an object to an object or set of objects of the class attached to the end of the association bearing the rolename" So far, we have shown that "navigation" (or "traversal") does not mean directly "to send a message", but rather "to obtain an object", that is, to obtain a path or reference to an object that permits handling the target object as a pseudoattribute of the source object. As other authors put it, "navigation in OO modeling means following links from one object to locate another object" [Hamie 98 ]. In object orientation we want some objects to manipulate other objects, that is, invoke their public operations, get or set their public attributes, pass them as parameters of operations of other objects, and so on (nevertheless, in general the use of public attributes should be restricted to better guarantee the principle of encapsulation). Yet, to manipulate an object, we must give that object a name, a relative name of the target object that is valid in the context of the source object: this is exactly what a navigation expression yields, so that, we can say, to navigate is to form the expression of a path that designates a target object (or set of objects) from a source object. Navigability, then, is not directly the possibility of sending messages, but the possibility for a source object to reference, name or designate a target object, in order to manipulate it. One of the uses of a navigation expression is to specify the receiver object of a message, so that, indirectly, navigability results in a precondition for sending a message, but they remain nonetheless different concepts.
INTERLACEMENT OF NAVIGABILITY AND VISIBILITY
Navigability and visibility are different concepts, but it is possible to confuse them since both refer in some way to the ability of one object to see and use another object's features. Curiously, the Reference Manual is a victim of the semantic proximity of these two concepts, as we can observe in two places: "A lack of navigability implies that the class opposite the rolename cannot "see" the association and therefore cannot use it to form an expression" [RM 355 ]: this is not properly a mistake, although the verb "see" should be used to define visibility rather than navigability. Another place: "The rolename may bear a visibility marker--an arrowhead--that indicates whether the element at the far end of the association can see the element attached to the rolename" [RM 415 ]: this is a true mistake, since an arrowhead is a navigability marker, not a visibility marker.
According to the User Guide, the visibility of an attribute or operation of a class specifies whether it can be used by other classes. Each feature (attribute or operation) can be marked as public (+), protected (#) or private (-), meaning that the feature can be used, respectively, by any outside class with visibility to the given class, by any descendant of the class, or only by the class itself [UG 123 ] (in addition to visibility, the outside class needs also navigability, that is, being connected through a navigable association to the given class, as we will show in the following pages). The information given by the Reference Manual [RM 497 ] and the Standard [UML 2-37, 3-42] is substantially the same. Version 1.4 of the Standard adds a new kind of visibility, package (~), meaning that the feature can be used by any class in the same package.
Well understood, any class in the same package and with navigability to the given class, like in the case of public visibility. In a negative form, the feature with "package" visibility cannot be used by a class outside the package, even if the outside class is associated with the class owning the feature [Stevens 01 ]. Thus, package visibility is more than private, but less than public. We think that the phrasing of the Standard could be improved to make clear these points.
The visibility of an association end, which is referenced by its rolename, is defined exactly in the same way as that of a feature [UML 2-23], but it has only sense when the association end is navigable: "If navigability is true, then the association defines a pseudoattribute of the class that is on the end opposite the rolename--that is, the rolename may be used in expressions similar to an attribute of the class to obtain values" [RM 354 ]. In Figure 1 , for example, rolenames bolt and handle define two pseudoattributes of class Door, so that we can refer to Door.bolt and Door.handle. In other words, association navigability and association visibility are independent concepts that are J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 2, NO. 1 specified also independently, but the ability to use a certain class, feature or association end must be allowed jointly by both characteristics, primarily by the navigability and secondarily by the visibility.
To illustrate the interlacement between visibility and navigability, let's consider the example in Figure 1 : Figure 1 . Interlacement of visibility and navigability. Obviously, this is only a simplified example that serves our purposes in this paper. In a more realistic model, class Key probably would be associated with class Bolt. We have omitted many details for simplicity, such as multiplicity indications.
• public without being navigable; in fact, it has no sense to specify any kind of visibility on a nonnavigable association end). Probably, in this case the role should better remain unnamed: an association end not being navigable implies that the rolename has no use. In consequence, we can infer the following style rule: "when an association is navigable in only one direction, the association end which is not navigable should not have any specified visibility, and even the role would better remain unnamed".
NAVIGABILITY, VISIBILITY, AND THE SENDING OF MESSAGES
Navigable path and visible operation
Let's have a closer look to the relationship between navigability and communicability. Since a message may be a signal or, more frequently, the call of an operation, there are two forms of sending a message [RM 333]:
• Sending a signal from one object (the sender) to one or more other objects (the receivers) • Calling of an operation on one object (the receiver) by another object (the sender or caller). The sending of a message is the result of an action in the sender object.
Do not confuse the action of sending a message (which takes place in the sender object) with the action which typically occurs as a result of the reception of the message (and which takes place in the receiver object). Thus, a message usually involves two actions, one in the sender and one in the receiver.
In the metamodel (see Figure 2) , the metaclass Action specifies the target of the action by means of an object set expression which resolves into zero or more instances [UML 2-99, 2-115], so that, in principle, both for a signal and for the invocation of an operation the receiver may be a set of objects [RM 334] (as we have seen in the preceding paragraph, however, the documentation sometimes suggests that the receiver of an operation call must be a single object, while the receivers of a signal may be multiple). The specification of a message, therefore, consists in the expression of the desired action to be executed (in fact, action or sequence of actions: "In the metamodel an ActionSequence is an Action, which is an aggregation of other Actions" [UML 2-99]), with parameters if necessary, as well as the expression of the desired list of addressees, that is, the object or objects that are expected to perform the requested service. Hence, for an object to send a message to another object we need to express the path and the action:
• The path is expressed as a navigable path from the sender to the receiver, by means of which the sender object "knows about" the receiver object and can specify it. This path is yielded by a navigation expression that is the value of the metaattribute Action.target [UML 2-99], which is inherited by both CallAction and SendAction [UML 2-100, 2-105]. Therefore, the desired list of addressees is specified by the navigation expression that results in an object set expression.
An object set expression may be obtained also as a return value of an operation. In this case we would have some kind of "nested action" to select the target instances which would execute the "main action".
• The action is expressed as a visible operation in the class of the receiver object that may be invoked from the class of the sender object, that is, a public operation (except in the case that the sender and the receiver belong to the same class, in which case the operation is visible without need of being public; note that in UML an object can access the private features, both attributes and operations, of other linked objects belonging to the same class). Alternatively, for a signal, we need a (public?) reception in the class of the receiver object stating that it is prepared to react to the receipt of the signal. Therefore, the desired action to be executed in the receiver is directly specified in the metamodel as an associated Operation in As we have seen, navigability and visibility are both required for communication between objects to take place (we can put it this way: accessibility = navigability + visibility). The sending of messages requires navigable paths and visible operations: an object can communicate only with other objects it knows about, and that have made available the desired operations (or receptions) in their interfaces. These ideas are rather simple, but we find that they are not clearly and concisely expressed in the official UML documentation.
Representing messages in UML diagrams
How do we represent the sending of messages in UML diagrams? In a statechart diagram the sending of a message can be expressed textually as an action attached to a transition between two states (see Figure 3) , or even inside a state as an internal transition, or as entry or exit actions. In this textual notation, the path from the sender to the receiver object is expressed explicitly in the destination clause of the action expression. The Reference Manual presents an alternate graphical notation in which a dashed arrow is drawn from the transition line to a box housing the receiver's state machine [RM 420] , although this notation is completely absent in the Standard. For activity diagrams there is a similar graphical notation (see Figure 4) in which "the sending of a signal may be shown as a convex pentagon (…). A dashed arrow may be drawn from the point on the pentagon to an object symbol to show the receiver of the signal" . In this J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 2, NO. 1 graphical representation the navigation expression is not shown, and the existence of the path is implicit: the dashed arrow does not mean the path, but the sending action itself. In a sequence diagram the sending of a message is represented as a solid arrow starting on the sender's lifeline and ending on the receiver's lifeline (see Figure 5 ). Note that, as in the activity diagram, the existence and expression of the path from the sender to the receiver is implicit: each arrow represents an individual message, and the path itself is not shown. Finally, in a collaboration diagram we represent explicitly both the message sent and the path that the message follows from the sender to the receiver (see Figure 6 ). This path is shown as a link that is said to be "an instance of an association" [UML (supposedly, because its declaring association has also this kind of navigability). The message is shown as a small arrow next to the link between instances, flowing in the given direction; there may be more than one message next to a single link, if that path is used several times in the interaction. The different notations we have examined are summarized in Table 1 . Note that the action (the desired action to be executed) is represented always textually by the name of the sent message, which can be an operation call or a signal, whereas the path (the desired list of addressees) sometimes remains implicit and sometimes is expressed explicitly, either textually or graphically. 
Is every communication link an instance of an association?
In the example in Figure 6 , the links k→d and d→h have a navigability marker according to the associations in Figure 1 . On the other side, the path between objects k and b is not an instance of any single association among the associations shown in Figure 1 , nor a J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 2, NO. 1 stereotyped link, but a combination of the links k→d and d→b (the latter not shown in the diagram). What would be the navigability marker on the "link" k-b?
Is the path from object k to object b a link? Well, in UML 1.4, it is a link in the sense that it connects two objects in a collaboration diagram, and it supports messages; it is not a link in the sense that it is not an instance of an association. A contradiction which is the leit motiv of this paper.
The Standard says that "obviously such an arrow [a message arrow] cannot point backwards over a one-way line" . Well, this may seem obvious by now, since we have already settled that an object can communicate only with other objects it knows about (see Section 4), but we have also shown that the ideas spread out in the official documentation do not present well enough the implications of navigability for the sending of messages (see Section 2). Even more, we admit the truth that a message cannot flow against link navigability, but note that link navigability may be different from association navigability. Consider the following two examples in Figures 7 and 8:
• In Figure 7 there is a one-way association from class A to class B, an object of class A sends a message to an object of class B containing itself as argument, and the B object uses the argument to send a message back to the A object. The message from the A object to the B object uses a one-way link which is an instance of the one-way association; instead, the message from the B to the A uses a one-way link in the opposite direction, which is not an instance of the association, but a stereotyped «parameter» link [Stevens 01 ].
• In Figure 8 there is a one-way association from class A to class B, another oneway association from class A to class C, an object of class A sends a message to an object of class C containing an object of class B as argument, and the C object uses this to send a message to the B object. Again, the message from the C to the B uses a stereotyped «parameter» link where there is no association, not even with reverse navigability [Stevens 02] . These examples show that a link is not always an instance of an association. In the first example, the link has its own navigability, opposed to the navigability of an association existing between the corresponding classes. In the second example, there is a navigable link where there is no association at all. Nevertheless, the links used for communication may be traced back to links that are instances of associations. We may conclude that there are multiple ways to construct navigable paths, but all of them are ultimately based on navigable associations. As we have seen, the statement that "a link in a collaboration diagram is an instance of an association" poses two different kinds of problems. First, there may be stereotyped links [UG 210; UML 2-103] that apparently do not correspond to any association in the model (for example, a link between an object and itself, see the link k-k in Figure 6 ; or the link between an object and the argument received in a message, see the links b→a in Figure 7 and c→b in Figure 8 ), but which constitute nevertheless a connection between instances where messages can be sent through. This question is far from having being clarified, as the continuous debates demonstrate [Stevens 02 ].
See also the contributions to The Precise UML Group mailing list [pUML] during the years 2000-2001 under the subjects "Links & messages", "Link as instance, tuple, path", "Sets and bags", and "Dependencies and associations", where the authors played an active role.
Second, a path from the sender to the receiver may be represented by a navigation expression that is a "sequence of attribute names or rolenames" [RM 356] , that is, a path would be a combination of links rather than a single link, so that obviously it cannot be an The definition of a link as an instance of an association, represented in the metamodel by a mandatory association that specifies the link (multiplicity 1 on the role Link.association, see Figure 2 ) is consistent with the statement that the link is optionally used by a message for communication (multiplicity 0..1 on the role Stimulus.communicationLink) [UML 2-98]: sometimes the message uses a link (which is an instance of an association), and sometimes the message does not use any link (so no association involved). But the same document defines contradictorily five standard stereotypes for LinkEnd («global», «local», «parameter», and «self», in addition to the redundant «association») to handle those same special situations . What is the sense of defining these special links if they are not necessary, since the communication link is optional? Still worse, what is the representation of a message that is sent through a missing link in a collaboration diagram? In our opinion, the metamodel would be improved with some changes: the communication link should become mandatory for messages, the specifying association should become optional for links, and a new stereotype «compound» should be added to the set of predefined link stereotypes. Maybe the definition of a new metaclass called Path (or Connection) instead of Link would be better. The metaclass Link would be reserved for instances of associations used in object diagrams, whereas the metaclass Path would be used in collaboration diagrams.
A different approach could be based on Stevens' interesting distinction between static and dynamic associations [Stevens 02] . In a future work we will try to apply her ideas, which we presently do not fully support.
We hope that the coherent representation of the sending of messages in different UML diagrams and the tracing from navigation expressions to communication links has helped to better understand the underlying metamodel of messages and links. Nevertheless, the implicit representation of the path in activity and sequence diagrams may be problematic, especially when there is an ambiguity about the nature of the connecting link, which can lead developers to misunderstand a design. This ambiguity can be found even when the 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered some semantic problems of associations and navigability in UML. We have tried to clarify some definitions, and we have proposed solutions for some problems. We have searched for a definition of navigability that is missing in the official documentation, we have explored the interlacement between navigability and visibility, we have pointed out the relationship of navigability and visibility to message sending, and we have examined the different forms of representing how an object sends a message to another. It may happen that our comprehension of the problems is imperfect, or that our solutions are not adequate, but in any case we consider that the problems are real and the lack of clarity in the official documentation must be amended in one direction or the other. To "navigate" or to "traverse" an association is to obtain, through the association, a path or reference to the opposite object that permits handling it; in other words, to form the expression of a path that designates a target object (or set of objects) from a source object. Once the source object has a relative name of the target object that is valid in the source's context, the source can manipulate the target, that is, it can invoke its public operations, get or set its public attributes, pass it as a parameter in messages to other objects, and so on. Navigability, then, is (our definition) the possibility for a source object to designate a target object through an association, in order to manipulate it. This one or a similar definition should be incorporated to the Standard.
Visibility and navigability are both required for communication between objects to take place: an object can communicate only with other objects it knows about, and that have made available the desired operations in their interface. This idea should be expressed clearly and concisely in the Standard; the definitions of the different kinds of visibility could be improved, too.
Navigability is so closely related to the ability of sending messages, that very often this two concepts are identified. There are multiple ways to construct navigable paths (links that are instances of associations, parameters received in previous messages, combination of links, and so on), but all of them are ultimately based on navigable associations. We have shown that a communication link is not necessarily an instance of an association, and therefore the UML metamodel should be modified accordingly; CASE tools should take this into account, too. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 2, NO. 1
